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This meme above is basically what the Torah and the Talmud tells Jews to do. Put the Ishmaelites
(The Arabs) against the “Seed of Satan” or “Seed of Amalek”, to fight one another.
In a general spirit of confusion, both these people believing in Jewish crap, they will be put to fight
one another.
There are two Rabbinical opinions as to where this leads.
One of this is WW3 and chaos in Europe, which is the most likely scenario, and a scenario the Jews
want to avoid. As it can create a strong revolt and another NS revolution, or, let's say simply a racial
revolution. The other story is that Ismaelites cleave (sexually) with the Seed of Amalek, and they
also die in another major war, namely, WW3, after being so lowly dis-empowered that Judea
prevails over them underhandedly.
The Jews avoid the first solution, but they silently promote is as well. Because if the second one is
to fail, at least they have to push for the first one. And take their victims down in some way. The
race mixing solution is too long-term and at the current pace of awakening, they have lost. So they
keep a second plan to make Europe into an Armageddon cauldron instead.
Christian "Nationalists", and those who support Christian values, never had a racial problem, nor do
they care about their Culture or their so called "Race".
They just care that millions of racially-different migrants that come in Europe believe in the same
Jewish fairy-tales they do, and not some other Jewish fairy-tales.

That's their objection to the whole fact. If some people believe a more stupider version of the same
fairytale, and kill people over it (as Christians did to other Europeans a couple of centuries ago)
then these people are stupid and the source of all evil. If not, they are "Brothers in Christ".
If one puts the two fairy-tales down, what they have done to the native populations and humanity at
large? The debate would end on the weight of the murderous facts.
It doesn't matter if Prophet Jewdallah married a 9 year old named Misha, or if Lot from the bible
gave his daughter to be raped by otherwise "Spiritual Beings of God". The stories are equally
Jewish, perverted, and morally-reprehensible. Which one is less and more, is like debating which
one would like to have, cancer or leprosy. Certainly both parties do indeed SWEAR by their Jewish
inflicted cultural diseases.
Of course, none of the above groups desires to be focused and centred on who put them in this
mess. Namely, the Jews. From where it all began after all, culturally, with Rabbi Christ and Islam
which as admitted is very close and akin to Judaism. This is from their Major Scholars not my own
personal opinion. I mean, many people would like this was not the case and it wasn't the Jews. But
the precision with which the Jews follow their religious writings and push it on history and the
shaping of events, is self-descriptive.

And many people make huge tears about some arrests and some punches going here and there, by
so called "Nationalists" and "Muslims", or terrorist attacks which of course are reprehensible. But
the real dangers have not manifested yet. As Rabbis admit the final plan is to use "Ishmael" as a
"broom" to wipe out Europe. Or basically to kill and weaken both their enemies.
But let me ask you another question. Such as now with the detainment of Lauren Southern who is a
Jew. That covers with other Jews such as Stefan Molyneux and promotes "Christian Nationalism".
While other Jews from the Levant push for "Isis Extremism". While none of these groups mention
the Jew and are just focused on one another. Even though ALL the facts (from the creation of ISIS
to the creation of the European Race-Cloudron politics of decay) have the same author?
The conversation, in other words, is scarcely tying into race. And never touches upon the Jew.
Muslims have cancer and Christards have leprosy, both given to them by the same virus, but they
seldom mention the cause, or search for the cure. Rather they fight each other to the death. Why are
Muslims in Europe in the first place...Because Jews destroy the Middle East. And why is Europe
opening up to them and not pushing morally to stop the war in the Middle East? Because of Jewish
politicians ruling Europe intellectually and directly through politics.
Because as stated this is a racial war for the Jews, only masked in religious clothing. The Jews are
after extermination of two of their major racial enemies, namely the Arab Goy (They want their
lands) and the European Goy (they want to destroy them so no more Hitlers and justice falls on
them).
If it ever touches on the Jew by coincidence, the faith of the Christians and the Muslims both
renders them disabled to act and/or speak against them or apply justice to the matter. The Christian
anti-Semites and advocates have been talking about Jews for uhm, closely centuries. To absolutely
no outcome and no serious social change. Because the Jew is the author of all of these groups.
Actually - the governments such as the British one, love this struggle going between the two, as
they love to have an excuse to restrain rights, make arrests, and create outcasts out of nowhere.
Think about it; this struggle is not directly offending any of the aims of the true owners of the
government, which is the Jew World Order. Weak governments rejoice in chaos. Which is why they
also arrested Judenstern Lauren and the Pettiborne types.
David Irving had his life made into a living nightmare. While Ursula Haverbeck is basically in
Prison at 87. What does that tell you? Is some ‘detainment’ all that important? Cause even Evalion
was invited to drink tea with the so called "Authorities" once upon a time. And every shill does at
some point.
It's not that they so are afraid of them as people. They are actually very needed to them to an extent.
But they know using these people as a proxy this creates social shock-waves that cannot be
controlled.
It's that they are afraid if the whole thing keeps going, MAYBE, just MAYBE, a few Goyim may
wake up to what is truly going on. So, they'd rather shut awakening at far prior levels to avoid
chaotic awakening that could potentially happen later.

They know that with the internet this is unavoidable, this is why they are all against "Fake News",
they censor Jewtube, and basically try to destroy the external manifestation of the information field
of humanity. Which is the internet.
The Jews do not do what they do to save the present. They have lost the present. They are just
trying to cut losses and eventually win in the later rounds. Because at this point the enemy is
becoming paranoid not on what is happening right now, but because they know, at the current pace
of enlightenment of the masses, their reign will be long overdue.
The question is not where hate appears, but what creates this hate? What makes Arabs fight with
Europeans? What makes Christians fight with Muslims? Who benefits from this, and why?
Who is the CREATOR and CAUSE of the above but is ABSENT from the room? Like a big
elephant that both groups tell you to deny, because they each ride the same elephant to crash with
one another?
Yeah,
the
JEWISH
element.
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Here is a picture of Anne Frank...Well sorry I meant, Lauren Southern...Wait I meant...Lauren
Simonsen, which is her real name.
She went to drink some tea with the British police and then she was left out.
Oy vey Goyim, she is dangerous. Let's speak her uhm, blame the Muslims and every other socket
groups, EXCEPT of the groups where she belongs. (((Glory to The Alt-Lite)))
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